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Introduction and Vision
Customer focus as the basis for innovation – that is a good foundation to the basic
requirement for successful product development.
Meister Abrasives AG are specialists in high-productivity internal grinding. We are thus
confronted over and over again by customer's specific needs for the internal grinding
process which are not met by the established standard dressing systems.
Dressing tools available on the market are primarily adapted to the requirements of
external grinding, failing to make allowances for the special challenges of precision
internal grinding applications. The decision to enter the market as a supplier of dressing
tools adapted to this system therefore came naturally for Meister Abrasives AG to make.
During the course of development this system has also been able to revolutionize the
external grinding process, with the optimization of conventional stationary dressing.
Classic surface grinding processes with CBN wheels and non-rotating dressing tools is
also an interesting "side-effect".
Revised technologies
For decades, the state of the art has been pore-free, densely-structured sintered
diamond dressing tools, Fig.2, with the inherent systematic disadvantage of creating
constantly-changing (transitory) surface topographies on the grinding wheel during the
intervals between dressings, with an especially high variation break-in period for the
parts immediately following the dressing operation.
Single-layer coated dressing tools are also widely used. During their working life these
are subject to variations in grit protrusion and have only a single usable layer of grit. In
view of the effects on process reliability and economics, they therefore have only a
limited area of application.
The established alternative to these are dressing tools with diamond-like edge
reinforcement in a steel matrix, which in terms of the resulting grinding wheel structure
are accorded an even more unfavourable evaluation.
An ideal dressing tool system:
Based on the experience of dressing tools that were not optimum for the purpose, the
followings requirements list was defined for a new tool system:







No break-in process required after dressing – surface quality and grinding forces
maintained at a constant level.
Increased intervals between dressings, thanks to achievement of an optimized
abrasive wheel structure after dressing.
Wide adjustment capability within the application window, i.e. a highly variable
system in the distribution of grit size, hardness, concentration, etc.
High profile stability and long working life (multi-layer), with
Inclusion of a stationary version with the capability to dress even Vit-CBN.

Fig.1: High-porosity hDD structure

Fig.2: Classic pore-free metal bonding

The resulting performance specification for the Development Department demanded a
totally new tool concept which would successfully combine the advantages of the
various approaches:


Variability can be achieved only via the degree of freedom which a porous system
offers, similar to ceramic systems



Profile stability and wear resistance, analogous to metal-bonded systems

The specified requirements for the application technology were implemented as follows
in the product development:






Achievement of a porous structure, Fig.1
Development of a hybrid system (metallic <-> ceramic)
Optimised wetting characteristic of the hybrid bonding to the diamond grit as the
basis for the formation of a bonding bridge – for wear resistance!
Determination of the chemical reactivity of diamond and binder matrix for
optimum grit retention but reduced damage to the diamond
Avoidance of oxidation and regraphitisation of the diamond grit

Fig.3: Cross-section through a truly porous hDD structure –
REM image

The practical implementation
This development was first introduced as vDD (vitrified Diamond Dresser) tools based
on ceramic bonding technology. It has since been systematically further developed,
leading to a totally new type of bonding based on a unique hybrid technology,offering
the advantages of a porous matrix, combined with a significant improvement in wear
resistance. These tools have now become firmly established on the market as hDD
dressers (hybrid Diamond Dresser). The use of these tools inherently reduces the
grinding pressures during the process, enabling an optimized geometry on the
workpiece, longer intervals between dressings, and a stable process without any breakin effects after the dressing operation.
If, however, the use of CNC-controlled generation of very precise profiles is necessary,
both variants exhibit further potential for profile stability optimization at the resulting point
contact between the grinding wheel and the dressing tool. Local reinforcement with CVD
inserts permits the performance spectrum of these dressing tools to be extended still
further, Fig.4. The tool group is introduced as cDD technology (CVD-reinforced Diamond
Dresser).

Hybrid system with
self-sharpening
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Edge-reinforced
hybrid system with
extremely good
profile stability

Fig.4: Local reinforcement with CVD inserts at wearing boundary surfaces

Types of tools
There are few limits to the design of customer-specific dressing tools. The technology
offers a wide range of possibilities, starting with the classic internal grinding tool
dressers as an inner coating or ring mounted on the workpiece chuck, through dressing
tools designed for the customary dressing spindles. Fig.5 and 6 show examples of these
configurations.

Fig.5: Combination dressing tools for
circumferential and end face dressing

Fig.6: Chuck-mounted dressing ring for
internal grinding machine

Application example
A series application shows the example of the results of this innovative tool generation.
A cam roller is taken here as a typical example. Fig. 7 shows first a representative
progression of the development of the surface quality of the workpiece during the
interval between dressings when a metal-bonded dressing tool is used. The transient
variation in the surface quality over a wide window can be clearly seen. Switching to an
hDD tool leads to a significantly more stable process, Fig.8, coupled with a drastically
increased interval between dressings.
Fig.7: Development of the surface quality of the workpiece as a function of the interval
between dressing, when a metal-bonded dressing tool is used.

Fig.8: Development of the surface quality of the workpiece as a function of the interval
between dressing, when a hDD dressing tool is used.

Fig.9: Complete summary of the application and its parameters.

Summary and outlook
Hybrid bonded dressing tool technologies both with and without CVD edge
reinforcement have allowed the establishment of dressing tools systems which have
overcome what for decades was a log-jam preventing innovation, particularly in the field
of dressing tools. For virtually every user they solve the well-known typical problems of
the dressing process, not least in their very wide adaptability to the customer-specific
challenges.
Further developments, driven by the very positive market response to these products will
lead to a further broadening of the spectrum and further specialities in the field of
dressing tools. For example, ceramic systems have been adapted for cDD technology,
Fig.10. This gives a further reduction in forces during the dressing process while
achieving very high wear resistance and profile stability. The first successful series
applications for dressing very small bore grinding wheels show the potential for such
specialities.

Fig.10: Ceramic-bonded cDD dressing tools

The application of stationary hDD dressing tools, in some cases also reinforced as cDD,
also shows interesting features. Thus the dressing of ceramic-bonded cylindrical wheels
on surface grinding machines to high process reliability is possible, as is the generation
of optimized surface structures on CERALOX wheels in the ball-bearing industry, all
without the use of a rotary dressing system. Grinding burn may thus in future become a
significantly reduced problem.
It is clear that innovative approaches can replace long-established technologies to the
benefit of the customer. Not only the adaptation but also the innovation can bring the
customer significant improvements in the daily competition to optimize processes and
reduce costs. The proposed solutions may be only the first in a series of new product
developments in the field of high-productivity grinding and dressing. The prospects are
exciting!
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